
We support the construction of international road network as a "High Quality Infrastructure" in the develop-
ing countries. 

e What is high quality infrastructure? 

"High Quality Infrastructure" has excellent total cost benefit performance brought by our experien《e,te《hnologyand systems. It can contribute to the 
economic growth and陀alizingwelfare of developing countries. Furthermore, Japanese government supports the building of the systems that ensu陀
good construction quality and safety, and foster technical expe刊whotake the陀sponsibilityfor sustainable infrastructure operation and maintをnance.
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[Corrosion Control System of the Second Bosphorus Bridge】
The Bridge was constructed in 1988 using Japan's yen credit. It is a suspension bridge with 
a length of 1,510 meters. Major陀pairwasimplemented in 2013 a賀町25yeas of construむ
tion. Corrosion control system (dry air injection system) was installed in the main《.ableand 
anchorage. This system is expected to 陀ducelife柵cyclemaintをnancecost of the bridge. 
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Corrosion Control System (Dry Air Injection System) for Main Cables 

e Technical suppo同throughjoint research 

Japan promotes joint research on standardized technical standards for international corridors in thを
ASEAN陀gionabout pavement and restricting overloaded heavy goods vehicles based on Japanese tech暢

nology. This research contributes to the construction of high quality road n討workthat can endure heavy 
traf自ccaused by inter陀gionallogistics. 
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Heavy Goods Vehicle and pavement damage in Laos GMS Economic Corridor 
(G陀aterMekong Sub刊 gion)

e Suppo同forbridge construction 

Connecting high quality inter陀gionallogistic networks to improve aαessibility among陀gionsthrough Japanese qualified construction technology 
such as long働spanbridge. 
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Neak Loeung Bridge (Cambodia) 
・Main girder length: 640m ・Approach bridge:1,575m 
・Approach road: 3,245mσo泊llength: 5,460m）・lnaugu悶絶dinApril 2015・E筒cient
con坑ructionby preねbricationof reinforcement assembly while securing high quality 

Nh斜TinBridge (Vietnam) 
・ Bridge length: 3.9km ・Approach road length: 5.9km 
・Inaugurated in January 2015・Adopting"Steelpipe Sheetpile Well Foundation" to adapt so食ground
contributing reduction of environmental burden and improvement of economic efficiency 


